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Of course, Xiao Feng has also suffered from deflation. He has encountered several 
super strong people who wanted to swallow but were injured by the other party. 

Therefore, Xiao Feng’s strength increased faster than imagined in the environment of 
extreme devouring and siege by the strong. 

During this period of time, Xiao Feng had only one thought in his mind: devour it 
infinitely and become stronger, and then seek revenge for Gong Qianqiu. 

With the passage of time, the cultivator’s skills and cultivation resources of ordinary 
small sects have less and less effect on Xiao Feng’s improvement. 

However, Xiao Feng of the big sect did not dare to provoke it rashly. He knew that he 
was still far behind the superpowers of the big sect. 

So Xiao Feng put his eyes on Yulong City. 

Yulong City has a large population, and the biggest force is the guard house, but the 
powerhouses here are all under Xiao Feng’s killing ability. 

In Xiao Feng’s view, as long as the population of Yulong City is used to cause 
qualitative changes, it can also ensure its own safety. 

Simply an excellent target for extreme engulfment. 

What Xiao Feng didn’t expect was that after entering Yulong City, he saw Levi Garrison. 

Although Levi Garrison hid his strength and even simplified his appearance, Xiao Feng 
was too familiar with Levi Garrison. 

Through the habit of gestures and the natural breath, the true identity of Levi Garrison 
was identified. 

Xiao Feng hadn’t completely lost his mind, and he really didn’t want his master to see 
that he was neither a ghost nor a ghost, so he turned around and ran away. 

“someone is coming!” 

Suddenly, Xiao Feng suddenly felt two strong breaths approaching rapidly. 

Especially one of the breaths is very familiar. 



“Master is catching up?” 

Xiao Feng’s heart froze, he didn’t dare to stay in place, and continued to run towards 
the depths of the jungle. 

Levi Garrison and Murong Qingxue had also chased into the jungle. 

“This guy’s speed is really fast, you wait here first, I will chase it myself.” 

Levi Garrison said solemnly. 

“Okay… Well, then Mr. Ye is careful.” 

Although he was afraid of being hunted by the black armored monster, Murong Qingxue 
did not dare to go against Levi Garrison’s decision. 

“With me, he wouldn’t dare to be so arrogant.” 

The voice came, and Levi Garrison’s figure had disappeared in front of him. 

Just now, Xiao Feng couldn’t get rid of Levi Garrison’s pursuit. You must know that this 
is still the factor that Murong Qingxue is holding back. 

The reason why Xiao Feng was not caught for the time being was because he fled 
Yulong City in advance, even Levi Garrison was a little caught off guard. 

In addition, Levi Garrison was too unfamiliar with Kunlun Ruins, especially the complex 
terrain with high mountains and dense forests. 

Levi Garrison thought it would be better to bring Murong Qingxue, a ‘local’, but he didn’t 
think that Murong Qingxue was not familiar with the environment in this area. 

When he was still in the Xingyue Divine Sect at that time, Murong Qingxue was in the 
sect and devoted himself to cultivation for a while, and the number of times he came out 
to practice was very few. 

Moreover, in order to protect this good cultivation seedling, the sect would not let 
Murong Qingxue go to the risky experience and exploration until she fully matured. 

Therefore, Murong Qingxue not only did not provide Levi Garrison with the support of 
the guide during this pursuit, but instead slowed Levi Garrison’s speed on the way. 

Levi Garrison was in the jungle, vaguely saw a dark shadow flashing in the depths, and 
hurriedly followed. 

Whoosh whoosh! 



At this moment, several trees around the thickness were thrown over one after another. 
Although the speed was not very fast, it covered a wide area. 

“Do you delay the speed of my pursuit!” 

The corners of Levi Garrison’s mouth rose slightly, and he punched the trees that were 
shooting at them. 

The violent fist wind roared out, and the trees were instantly smashed into powder, and 
then the fist wind swept away without a trace. 

Swish! 

The burly figure in front was still escaping rapidly, and his figure flickered from left to 
right, occasionally using vines to sway wildly, directly throwing his body thousands of 
feet away. 

This jungle is already covered with mountains, and it is inaccessible and rugged. 

Coupled with the unfamiliarity of the environment, even Levi Garrison’s cultivation can 
only barely track, but he is still thrown a distance away. 

Clap! 

The tree trunk was directly smashed by the force of the stamping, and Levi Garrison’s 
figure was also shot like an arrow from the string. 

At the same time, Levi Garrison had to use his fist to open the way, destroying the trees 
and vines blocking the front, which further delayed the speed of the pursuit. 

On the other hand, Xiao Feng also tried his best to abscond. He had been hiding in this 
primitive jungle before, and he could be found in many places even with his eyes 
closed. 

He constantly used the vines to make long-distance jumps, and even crossed the 
mountain stream directly. Even on the rugged mountain road, he was still walking on the 
ground at the foot of Xiao Feng. 

“Master is so fast!” 

Xiao Feng rushed forward desperately. In his memory, there was a stone forest in the 
deepest part of the jungle, and the road conditions behind the stone forest were more 
complicated. 



In particular, there are many caves on the mountain walls, which seem to be artificially 
excavated. The caves extend in all directions, and some are even connected to an 
underground secret room. 

And the underground secret room is Xiao Feng’s choice of resting place. 

Xiao Feng dashed forward while picking up giant stones with his backhand and threw 
them backwards. 

He knew that these things couldn’t hurt Levi Garrison, but they could slow down his 
pursuit to the greatest extent possible, and thus achieved his goal. 

The two of them ran wildly in the jungle for several miles. If it wasn’t for Levi Garrison’s 
detachment, he would have been left without a trace. 

However, even so, when Levi Garrison was chasing the edge of the stone forest, Xiao 
Feng’s figure completely disappeared from sight. 

Each stone is about two or three feet high, and the place where it stands is shrouded in 
mist, completely obscuring the sight. 

“This guy is too familiar with the terrain, it’s really a headache!” 

Levi Garrison broke into the stone forest and searched for a while, but he still did not 
see the trace of the black armored devil. 

“If you don’t come out again, I will destroy this stone forest!” 

Levi Garrison said loudly. 

After a long time, there was no response, Levi Garrison directly threw three punches, 
several stone pillars collapsed, and the gravel splashed. 

Next, Levi Garrison smashed dozens of stone pillars in a row, and the black armored 
devil still didn’t respond. 

“There is no feedback from the breath detection. This guy’s Qi-holding technique is 
really advanced.” 

Levi Garrison was quite emotional, and the familiarity between the team and the devil in 
his heart became stronger and stronger. 

“Forget it, let’s find Murong Qingxue first!” 

Levi Garrison did not continue to follow, and he had other thoughts in his mind. 



Back at the outskirts of the jungle, Levi Garrison saw Murong Qingxue’s face full of 
apprehension and anxiety. 

“Sect Master, you are finally back.” 

Murong Qingxue immediately smiled, the worries and fears in her heart just 
disappeared instantly. 

“How is it, did you kill the black armored devil?” 

Seeing that there was no one behind Levi Garrison, Murong Qingxue instinctively 
thought that the devil had been killed by Levi Garrison. 

Levi Garrison shook his head and said, “The environment inside the jungle is too 
complicated, I lost it when I chased the stone forest.” 

Murong Qingxue was stunned. She never thought that the black-armored demon had 
escaped under Levi Garrison’s eyes. This was too powerful, right? 

“Do you know the location of the Sky Sect?” 

Levi Garrison did not explain too much, but asked directly. 

Murong Qingxue nodded, but the doubts in her heart became more and more serious. 

“Sect Master, are you planning to destroy the Taixu Shenzong?” Murong Qingxue asked 
curiously. 

The Cang Qiong Sect was just a small sect, and Murong Qingxue didn’t know what Levi 
Garrison intended. 

Could it have something to do with the Black Armored Demon? 

Levi Garrison said solemnly: “The Taixu Shenzong has no wings, so it can be destroyed 
at any time, and there is no need to rush it for a while.” 

I heard rumors that the Cang Qiong faction had undergone a major change, and Levi 
Garrison wanted to personally confirm Xiao Feng’s situation. 

Levi Garrison once speculated on the true identity of the big devil, and the most critical 
information is the extreme swallowing technique. 

The possibility of Gong Qianqiu is extremely small, regardless of body shape and 
gender, just say that they were still looking for dragon veins in Tianying Mountain some 
time ago. 
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Moreover, Gong Qianqiu’s status in the Taixu Shenzong is getting higher and higher, 
and at the same time he is attached to the thigh of the Great Holy Son. 

Therefore, it is impossible for Gong Qianqiu to devour other people’s skills so 
recklessly, because it is not necessary. 

It is said that the Seven Holy Sons have the ability to detect spiritual meridians and can 
provide top-level spiritual meridians as an energy source, so there is no need to seek 
distance. 

This logic also applies to Duguxiao and the few elites of Qianqiu Sect. 

They hug Gong Qianqiu’s thigh tightly, and there is no need to swallow the monk’s skills 
to improve their cultivation. 

“It’s all up to the sect master, I’ll lead the way.” 

Murong Qingxue did not dare to ask any more questions. 

The two set off immediately and quickly rushed to the helm of the Cang Qiong faction. 

At the same time, this area has been completely fried, and two messages have spread 
throughout many sectarian cities. 

The first message is: Yulongcheng was shocked to see the black armored demon 
slaughtering the Quartet, almost slaughtering Yulongcheng. 

The second message is: Luo Yunyang, the vice president of Sun Moon Shenhuo 
Academy, and dozens of elites in the academy have not heard from each other, and it is 
rumored that they have been killed by peerless powerhouses. 

Moreover, the major forces that helped to find the whereabouts of Luo Yunyang and 
others were slaughtered one after another, including the notorious Blood Shadow 
Pavilion. 

This news caused an even greater sensation, and many sects have speculated that 
there is another peerless power out of the customs? 

Then think of the large dragon veins that have appeared in Tianying Mountain in this 
area, which is very likely to attract the attention of peak powerhouses. 

In the Taixu Shenzong. 



The Great Holy Son was also shocked after learning these two messages. 

“Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy is almost one of the leading sects in this area. Who the 
hell dares to attack them?” 

The Great Saint took a deep breath. 

“Besides, Vice President Luo’s strength is detached, and he has dozens of elites from 
the Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy with him, and they have been slaughtered.” 

“What kind of terrifying cultivation does the person who shoots have to have to do it?” 

The three saints said with emotion. 

“With Luo Yunyang’s cultivation realm, if he wants to escape, how many people can 
stop him?” 

Gong Qianqiu’s words once again caused the scene to fall into a dead silence. 

Some people even had expressions of horror and fear on their faces. 

As Gong Qianqiu said, Luo Yunyang is powerful. If he insists on escaping, the 
cultivation realm of the person who shoots can be completely crushed. 

It is only as long as Luo Yunyang and others can die so silently that no trace has been 
found yet. 

“Have you ever thought that he is very likely to be a mysterious master who appeared in 
the battle for the dragon veins of Tianying Mountain?” 

The Great Saint said solemnly. 

Everyone suddenly felt a sense of empowerment. 

In particular, Gong Qianqiu thought that that person could exhaust the power of large 
dragon veins overnight, which is probably only possible for a peerless master. 

“Go on, all the disciples of the Taixu Shenzong will maintain the strongest alert state, 
and if there is any abnormal situation, a warning signal will be released immediately.” 

The Great Saint said in a deep voice. 

The Taixu Shenzong was also involved in the battle for the dragon vein after all, and at 
the beginning, it helped Luo Yunyang to find clues about the culprit of the elites of the 
Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy. 



If this mysterious master is concerned about it, it will be a disaster, but the possibility of 
this situation is very high. 

“I’m quite interested in that black armored devil, Qianqiu, do you think his practice is 
similar to yours?” 

The Great Saint asked suddenly. 

Gong Qianqiu was stunned for a moment, and then said in a cogent tone: “There are 
some similarities, but the absorption of cultivator skills is ultimately inferior, and the 
sequelae are too great.” 

Although the topic changed, Gong Qianqiu was still thinking about the super strong 
man. 

While horrified in my heart, I still have a little yearning, and secretly said: “Only this kind 
of cultivation is the pinnacle of Kunlun Ruins!” 

Gong Qianqiu quickly thought of the mysterious black-armored devil. It is said that the 
slaughtered small sectarians were all devoured by their skills and blood. 

This made Gong Qianqiu’s first thought of Xiao Feng, especially the elites who were 
arranged to monitor the movements of the Cang Qiong faction. 

There is a high probability that there is a lot of misfortune. 

This made Gong Qianqiu more firm in this speculation. After all, she was the one who 
led Xiao Feng to the path of extreme devouring of the cultivator’s skills. 

“He is so crazy to swallow the cultivator’s skill. He is obviously eager to improve his 
cultivation realm. Could it be that he intends to seek revenge for himself?” 

Thinking of this possibility, Gong Qianqiu felt a little sense of crisis again. 

Although she and the Great Saint Son double cultivation and the blessing of swallowing 
the power of the dragon veins, the cultivation realm has been improved again, but Xiao 
Feng’s path is even more extreme. 

If Xiao Feng is not found and killed, the latter will be a serious problem for his 
confidants, and this hidden danger should be cut off as soon as possible to be at ease. 

After discussing the defense of the sect with the Great Holy Son and others, Gong 
Qianqiu directly dispatched Xuan Ming and Duguxiao to search for Xiao Feng’s 
whereabouts. 

And repeatedly stressed that Xiao Feng could be killed on the spot. 



Levi Garrison and Murong Qingxue rushed to the helm of the Cang Qiong faction 
without stopping. 

However, when the two arrived at their destination, they found that the place was 
devastated. 

There are ruins everywhere, and many corpses have not been cleaned up, and the 
survivors are poor, and they have suffered internal injuries of varying degrees. 

“Is this what the big devil did?” 

Murong Qingxue took a deep breath. 

Levi Garrison didn’t say anything, but seeing that the corpses were all drained of power 
and blood, it already explained the problem. 

He looked around, and soon saw Xie Huanyu, the young master of the Sky Sect. 

Levi Garrison came to Xie Huanyu and asked in a deep voice, “Xie Huanyu, where is 
Xiao Feng? What’s the situation here?” 

Xie Huanyu was slightly startled, Levi Garrison made a simple disguise, but he didn’t 
recognize it immediately. 

However, Levi Garrison did not deliberately change his voice, Xie Huanyu asked 
uncertainly, “You are Levi Garrison…Mr. Ye?” 

“It’s me!” Levi Garrison said solemnly, “What happened here?” 

Xie Huanyu’s face was full of shock. Levi Garrison’s strength had already given him a 
psychological shadow, and he did not dare to answer truthfully without any delay. 

“Mr. Ye, Xiao Feng’s temperament changed drastically after returning from Gong 
Qianqiu’s wedding, and it didn’t take long for him to go crazy and devour other people’s 
skills.” 

“Those who are a little more powerful in the Cang Qiong faction have all been poisoned. 
It may be that Xiao Feng still has a trace of affection and did not kill the Cang Qiong 
faction.” 

“Otherwise we will all die.” 

Xie Huanyu said that he was crying at the end, and his voice was full of fear. 

“But many other small sects are not so lucky. As far as I know, more than a dozen small 
sects around have been slaughtered.” 



“All their cultivation resources have been swallowed up. Today’s Xiao Feng is no 
different from a demon.” 

Levi Garrison frowned deeply, and asked in a deep voice, “So many sects are attacked, 
why don’t they think of joining forces to deal with Xiao Feng?” 

“I thought about it, but Xiao Feng’s current strength is too strong, and it is useless for 
small sects to join forces.” 

Xie Huanyu sighed and continued: “If you continue to devour it like this, I am afraid that 
even the middle sects will be easily wiped out by him.” 

“Mr. Ye, Xiao Feng is your apprentice after all, you can’t just sit back and ignore it!” 

Xie Huanyu’s face was full of sorrow, he was really frightened by Xiao Feng’s 
ruthlessness and still has lingering fears to this day. 

For fear that Xiao Feng will kill the carbine again, and then the Cang Qiong faction will 
really be wiped out. 

Murong Qingxue also had a shocked expression on her face. She finally understood 
why Levi Garrison came to the Cang Qiong faction first. It turned out that there had 
been speculation about the black armor demon. 

And now it seems that Levi Garrison’s guess is very correct, it can almost be concluded 
that the big devil is Xiao Feng. 

“I’ll handle it!” 

Levi Garrison said in a condensed voice. 
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Levi Garrison knew that Gong Qianqiu was the knot of Xiao Feng’s heart. Although he 
let go of the emotional part, his remorse and hatred became stronger and stronger. 

To a certain extent, this will make Xiao Feng go to the horns, so as to improve his 
cultivation by any means, in order to achieve the ultimate goal of quick revenge. 

In addition, the cultivation resources of Kunlun Ruins are very rich, and a large increase 
in a short period of time will also change Xiao Feng’s psychology. 

It is not surprising that he has become a big devil like this. 



In contrast, Gong Qianqiu did not dare to do it too outrageous. After all, she has 
become a high-level middle-level sect, so there is no need to be so eager for quick 
success. 

“Sect Master, what are you going to do?” Murong Qingxue asked cautiously. 

Levi Garrison didn’t respond, and his heart was quite complicated at the moment, or he 
still hadn’t made up his mind. 

Although Levi Garrison didn’t want Xiao Feng to fall into the devil’s way, it was Xiao 
Feng’s own choice after all, and he couldn’t control it. 

But if Xiao Feng provokes a large-scale force because of this, he may lose his life. This 
is definitely not what Levi Garrison wants to see. 

Xiao Feng was his apprentice after all, and even if he wanted to kill him, no one else 
could. 

At least in this matter, Xiao Feng’s purpose is only to avenge the snow, but the method 
is too extreme. 

But in the end, what does the life and death of many forces in Kunlun Ruins have to do 
with him? 

“Let the people who are familiar with the jungle take me to Xiao Feng and talk about it!” 

Levi Garrison pondered for a moment and said. 

He has decided to let someone protect him no matter what, and at the same time see if 
Xiao Feng can return to the right path of cultivation. 

“Xiao Feng was the apprentice I valued the most. It’s a pity after all.” 

Levi Garrison thought secretly in his heart. 

The world is business as usual. 

The members of the base camp continued to use the super spiritual veins discovered by 
God’s Brain to quench the chain in batches, and the overall combat power once again 
reached a new level. 

The guardians of the gods and the temple powerhouses under their command are also 
watching secretly at all times, but they dare not act rashly because they are afraid of 
Levi Garrison’s strength. 



In two consecutive battles, five of the twelve guardians of the gods were killed and three 
were seriously injured. 

Fortunately, the servants of the gods who guarded the seeds of the main god came 
back to help. 

Combined with the power of the temple masters, people’s hearts can be stabilized for 
the time being. 

“The seeds of the twelve main gods have all been found, and what is most lacking now 
is the dragon vein resources.” 

“Damn Levi Garrison, he actually occupied more than ten dragon veins in the secret 
realm by himself.” 

After this period of breath adjustment, Lucas finally fully recovered his strength, and 
now he is in a state of incompetence and rage. 

The other surviving gods were not in much better spirits. 

Especially in the last battle, Penglieo, who was also deflated, jumped more and more 
frantically with the thunder and lightning sparks in his palm. 

“If the ten dragon veins are used for the seeds of the main god, at least the five main 
gods can be truly awakened.” 

“At that time, Levi Garrison will be wiped out at the click of a finger.” 

Penglio said angrily. 

The guardianship of the gods at this time basically belongs to everything, only the 
dragon veins are owed. 

However, at this moment, Penglio suddenly received an urgent message from his 
subordinates. 

“Reporting to the guardian, our Zeus Temple probes have discovered the dragon veins 
in the Empire of Never Sunset.” 

“And the scale of comparison is no worse than the strongest dragon vein in the secret 
realm.” 

Penglio stood up suddenly, his face uncontrollably filled with joy. 

“That’s great, God helped me!” 



Penglio laughed on his back, then turned his head to look at Lucas, and said, “Let’s go 
and have a look! This time we can finally regain a city.” 

Lucas is also in high spirits, this dragon vein is really timely rain. 

The two immediately led hundreds of temple experts to the location of the dragon veins. 

There was nothing to say on the road, and when everyone saw the rich spiritual energy 
emanating from this dragon vein in front of them, they were all overjoyed. 

“The main god is hopeful, Levi Garrison, your doom is coming soon!” Pengliao said 
mournfully. 

Levi Garrison asked Cangqiong Sect disciples who were familiar with the environment 
to lead the way to find Xiao Feng’s whereabouts. 

The first thing I looked for was the stone forest deep in the jungle, but I still found 
nothing after searching. 

Afterwards, he searched several places that Xiao Feng used to go to according to Xie 
Huanyu, but the bamboo basket was still empty. 

However, Xiao Feng is also very smart. He left Shilin the night he avoided Levi 
Garrison’s pursuit last time. He even guessed that Levi Garrison would be suspicious of 
people related to Gong Qianqiu. After all, these people had all practiced extreme 
swallowing exercises. 

Coaxing Yulongcheng to devour so many people’s skills is bound to cause Levi 
Garrison to speculate about it. He doesn’t want Levi Garrison to see himself in such a 
messed up state that he is neither a ghost nor a ghost. 

In the process of escaping and evading, Xiao Feng also heard relevant information from 
Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy. 

The vice president Luo Yunyang and dozens of elites in the hospital were slaughtered. 
This incident caused a great disturbance. Even the helm of the Sun Moon Divine Fire 
Palace attached great importance to it, and directly sent many geniuses to investigate. 

The high-level officials also issued a death order, the real murderer must be found out, 
and then the murderer should be brought back to the main helm of the Sun Moon God 
Fire Palace, so that the real murderer would be better off dead. 

“Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy is equivalent to the spokesperson of Sun Moon Divine 
Fire Palace. Luo Yunyang and others died silently, which is basically equivalent to 
hitting the face of Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace. It is not surprising that they have such 
a big reaction. “ 



“The real murderer is probably the master, the saintess of the Divine Xingyue Sect with 
the woman beside him, and the Divine Xingyue Sect also went to compete for the 
dragon vein some time ago, and Murong Qingxue was the surviving one.” 

Xiao Feng dismissed the speculations of many sects that the one who killed the 
members of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy was a peerless powerhouse from a top 
sect. Combining all kinds of information, the first thing he thought of was Master Levi 
Garrison. 

Xiao Feng knew Levi Garrison very well. Since he dared to enter the Kunlun Ruins, it 
means that the master already possesses absolute strength. 

In that area, there are so many masters from Jihe Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy who 
have the ability to be unscrupulous and silent, but only Levi Garrison can do it. 

“I must never let Master see me like this.” 

“At least I can’t let him see it until I successfully revenge Gong Qianqiu.” 

Xiao Feng made up his mind and went straight into an old forest deep in the mountains 
to hide. 

And decided not to devour personnel skills during this time. 

There is plenty of spiritual energy in the deep mountains and old forests. Although the 
speed of absorbing power is much slower than that of absorbing skills, it is safe! 

the other side. 

Levi Garrison and others searched for Xiao Feng for several days without success. 

“Since we have spent so much manpower to find it, Xiao Feng must have found an 
absolutely safe place to hide.” 

“No need to look for it, we can go to the Taixu Shenzong.” 

Although Xiao Feng was not found, Levi Garrison felt more at ease. 

This shows that Xiao Feng temporarily gave up on absorbing the improvement of his 
skill and did not want him to find it. 

Moreover, it can be judged from the last chase that Xiao Feng’s strength has long since 
changed, and he may not be able to win in the face of the strong, but it should not be a 
problem to retreat. 

“Okay, Sect Master.” 



Murong Qingxue said respectfully. 

“Mr. Ye, what about us?” 

Xie Huanyu asked with a cry. 

Today’s Cang Qiong Sect has suffered heavy casualties, and even the small sects 
around them are eyeing them. 

Levi Garrison pondered for a moment and said, “You all go to the Xingyue Shenzong, I 
will let Murong Wanqing take you in, and it can be considered a place to live, but 
remember, obey the arrangements after you go, otherwise no one will be able to save 
your lives. .” 

“Okay, thank you Mr. Ye, we absolutely obey the arrangement unconditionally.” 

Thank you, Huanyu, thank you so much. 

Although he didn’t know why Levi Garrison had such a big face, as long as he could 
temporarily save his life, it was better than anything else. 
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Murong Wanqing did not dare to disobey Levi Garrison’s order. 

Then Murong Qingxue took Levi Garrison to the Taixu Shenzong. 

Although the two of them are not slow, the Great Void Shenzong is quite far away. 

A few days later, the two walked to the outskirts of a medium-sized city, but they 
happened to meet the top talents of Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy and Sun Moon 
Divine Fire Temple. They seemed to be looking for people overwhelmingly. 

Murong Qingxue also recognized their identities and hurriedly sent a voice transmission 
to Levi Garrison. 

“Sect Master, those people are the top talents of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple.” 

“Especially the only female Tianjiao, whose status is much higher than Luo Yunyang.” 

“Let’s stay away for a while!” 

Murong Qingxue’s voice trembled a little, obviously she was extremely nervous. 



Of course, it wasn’t that Murong Qingxue was too timid. The main reason was that the 
prestige of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall was so terrifying that any top genius in the 
hall could overwhelm a force at the level of the Star Moon Divine Sect. 

“What are you afraid of? If they want to die, just come and ask for trouble.” 

Levi Garrison said with a face full of indifference. 

The corner of Murong Qingxue’s mouth twitched, and she had a new understanding of 
Levi Garrison’s behavior. 

You must know that these people not only have detached status and status, but their 
cultivation realm is even more terrifying. 

The Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace can definitely rank in the forefront in terms of 
comprehensive strength among many major sects. 

Levi Garrison didn’t take it seriously at all. 

the other side. 

The Tianjiao of Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall and Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy heard 
that there was a super strong person in this area, and they came to hunt them. 

“Gongsun Tianjiao, look, that is Murong Qingxue of the Xingyue Divine Sect.” 

“It is said that Vice President Luo’s last stop before his disappearance was the Xingyue 
Shenzong.” 

“If Murong Qingxue is arrested and tortured, maybe he will learn some of the secrets.” 

One of the academy members who was in charge of receiving the arrogance of the Sun 
Moon Divine Fire Hall said suddenly. 

Gongsun Yueying ordered coldly, “Arrest these two people.” 

Swish! 

Everyone quickly surrounded Levi Garrison and Murong Qingxue. 

Murong Qingxue was instantly tense, her pretty face turned pale. 

Although Levi Garrison’s strength is not bad, but these people in front of him are the top 
talents of the Sun Moon God Fire Palace, and their strength is even more terrifying than 
Luo Yunyang. If Levi Garrison is dragged by several masters, his life will definitely be in 
danger. 



“Murong Qingxue, if you know the current affairs, tell the whereabouts of Vice President 
Luo, otherwise don’t blame me for ruining the flowers.” 

A Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy expert said with a sneer. 

With the arrogance of the Sun and Moon Divine Fire Hall in charge, they all spoke with 
great confidence, expressing the word “dog fight with people” to the fullest. 

“Wait, this woman looks good, let her live to be the slave girl who warms the bed for this 
Tianjiao!” A Tianjiao of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple said with a wicked smile. 

“It’s just your kid with thieves eyes, and you were the first to get there.” 

“If I knew earlier, I should have gone to such a backcountry. Although the cultivation 
resources are very scarce, it would be nice to get back a few beautiful women!” 

“This statement makes sense. When we find Luo Yunyang and the others, we will start 
to look around more, hahaha!” 

The arrogant and arrogant people in the Sun Moon Divine Fire Hall obviously did not 
take Levi Garrison and Murong Qingxue in their eyes. 

Murong Qingxue’s body trembled slightly when she heard the words. 

She has long heard that the Sun Moon Divine Fire Palace is both good and evil. If she 
really becomes this person’s slave girl, it will be a life better than death! 

Just when the vast majority of people focused their attention on Murong Qingxue, 
Gongsun Yueying was observing Levi Garrison. Based on his clothes, it could be 
concluded that this person had just come from the mundane world. 

However, it was such a rookie who entered the Kunlun Ruins for the first time, to be as 
stable as Mount Tai under the siege of so many powerful men on his own side, which 
really surprised her. 

“Murong Qingxue, right, you slave bought a good one, Tianjiao wants it, do you have 
any opinion?” 

Gongsun Yueying said coldly. 

 


